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Introduction

As the Italian people and government consider legalizing marijuana, are there lessons that they may learn from the American experience with marijuana? This article addresses that question.

The United States is on a fast track towards allowing states to permit the production, sale and use of marijuana for recreational purposes.1 In November 2016, national and international headlines proclaimed that California legalized marijuana for recreational use.2 Even earlier, readers learned that other states like Colorado and Washington legalized the production and sale of marijuana for recreational use.3 Nationally, eight states have legalized recreational use of marijuana and twenty-nine states allow some medical use of marijuana.4 What many observers do not understand is that the possession, use or sale of even a single marijuana cigarette is a violation of federal law.5 Thus, even though entrepreneurs are pouring capital into marijuana businesses,6 the federal government could disrupt all of those transactions in short order. Unpacking the complex interplay of state and federal law is important at the outset for those who hope to learn from the American experience with marijuana legalization.

Part I of this article explains why the United States is about to change the long-standing policy against the recreational use of marijuana.7 Part II then turns to states where medical and recreational use of marijuana has been lawful for several years and explores some of the lessons that one might draw from the experiences there.8 Part III examines the impact that California’s decision to legalize recreational use of marijuana may have on the national and potentially international markets.9 Part IV offers some concluding thoughts about the future.10

Part I: The March towards Recreational Pot

---
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A majority of Americans now favor legalization of recreational marijuana use.\textsuperscript{11} Over 70% favor preventing the federal government from enforcing marijuana laws in states that have legalized recreational use of marijuana.\textsuperscript{12} Given that a majority of Americans live in states that have legalized either medical or recreational marijuana, such a result is not surprising. The shift in sentiment is likely to be long-term as well. Support for legalization of marijuana is far greater among young Americans than their parents’ and grandparents’ generations.\textsuperscript{13}

Consider the cultural shift between, say, 1970 and today. As part of a seminar that I taught on Marijuana Law during the spring of 2017, I showed students the 1936 cult film \textit{Reefer Madness}.\textsuperscript{14} The students who watched the film were as amused with its excesses as, no doubt, many of their peers would be. Yet, many in my generation took films like \textit{Reefer Madness}, \textit{Marihuana},\textsuperscript{15} and \textit{Assassin of Youth}\textsuperscript{16} seriously. My current students grew up on a steady diet of marijuana films that made light of the stoner lifestyle, a trend dating back to the 1970s when performers like Cheech and Chong came on the scene.\textsuperscript{18} Here is partial list of shows that my students told me they watched in their teen and college years: films like \textit{Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle},\textsuperscript{19} \textit{How High},\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Friday},\textsuperscript{21} and \textit{Pineapple Express},\textsuperscript{22} and TV shows like \textit{Workaholics},\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Weeds},\textsuperscript{24} and \textit{That ‘70s Show}.\textsuperscript{25}

Majority sentiment alone cannot predict legislative change. For example, a significant number of Americans favor stricter gun regulations than are currently in place.\textsuperscript{26} Despite that fact, efforts to tighten guns laws fail far more often than they succeed.\textsuperscript{27} Legislating preferences takes more than popular sentiment.\textsuperscript{28} Gun rights organizations, notably the National Rifle Association (the NRA), demonstrate that effective lobbying and fundraising can beat majoritarian preferences.\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{14} REEFER MADNESS (Motion Picture Ventures 1936).
\textsuperscript{15} MARIHUANA (Roadshow Attractions Inc. 1936).
\textsuperscript{16} ASSASSIN OF YOUTH (BCM Roadshow Productions 1937).
\textsuperscript{19} HAROLD & KUMAR GO TO WHITE CASTLE (New Line Cinema 2004).
\textsuperscript{20} HOW HIGH (Jersey Films 2001).
\textsuperscript{21} FRIDAY (New Line Cinema 1995).
\textsuperscript{22} PINEAPPLE EXPRESS (Colombia Pictures 2008).
\textsuperscript{23} Workaholics (Comedy Central).
\textsuperscript{24} Weeds (Showtime).
\textsuperscript{25} That ‘70s Show (Fox).
\textsuperscript{27} See id.
For several years, even when support for legalization of marijuana exceeded opposition, marijuana reformers faced numerous obstacles. Law enforcement agencies routinely opposed such changes in the law. Parent groups did as well. Many marijuana growers and sellers opposed reform—something that remains true today. While the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) has lobbied for reform of marijuana laws since its inception in 1970s, it has lacked the influence, for example, of the NRA.

Legalization efforts faced two major hurdles. The first truly substantial hurdle was that any use of marijuana is a violation of federal law, under which even minor possession is an offense. Since the 1930s, the federal government has pursued aggressive enforcement of marijuana laws almost without exception. The Controlled Substances Act, enacted in 1970, treats marijuana as a Schedule I drug—one for which there is no recognized medical use. After a period when President Carter signaled a willingness to rethink the aggressive federal enforcement of marijuana laws, the Reagan administration vigorously pursued the war on drugs. Often working with local law enforcement agencies, federal authorities used a variety of strategies to fight that war. Aerial surveillance, followed by police raids, became common during the 1980s, and a practice that continues today. Forfeiture laws gave police agencies further incentives to enforce drug laws aggressively, especially where the agencies were able to keep proceeds of raids. Beyond that, government agents can elect merely to give notice, say, to landlords who rent to marijuana operations, that the government will seek forfeiture of the landlords’ facilities. Aggressive enforcement of federal law certainly deterred many business investors from entering the industry.

The second hurdle that slowed progress towards legalization follows from the last point. Many proponents of legalization analogize the failures of Prohibition and the War on Drugs. Similarities exist: enforcement of liquor and marijuana laws was erratic and discriminatory, and hardly stemmed demand. Use of both intoxicants by prominent members of society and
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44 See, e.g., Norm Stamper, Prohibition: A Parallel to Modern War on Drugs, SEATTLE TIMES (Sept. 30, 2011, 4:00 PM), http://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/prohibition-a-parallel-to-modern-war-on-drugs/.
politicians demonstrated rank hypocrisy.\textsuperscript{46} However, the analogy was somewhat flawed insofar as whether repeal of Prohibition served as a model for repeal of marijuana laws.

The booze, beer, and wine industry prior to Prohibition was big business – the fifth largest industry in the United States prior to the Eighteenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{47} Many producers of alcohol went broke during Prohibition, but the most resourceful and well-financed producers found ways to survive.\textsuperscript{48} Several major wineries produced “sacramental” wine for the Catholic Church.\textsuperscript{49} Some beer companies survived by producing a variety of products, including brewer’s yeast, malt extract, and near-beer, a malt beverage that contained only a small amount of malt alcohol.\textsuperscript{50} Similarly, some of the liquor barons were able to stay afloat.\textsuperscript{51} When other factors pointed towards exhaustion with Prohibition, established industry leaders had resources to lobby for the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{52} (As an aside, once Prohibition ended, those producers were able to resume production easily.)\textsuperscript{53}

Until recently, marijuana reformers lacked the kinds of resources needed to get legislation passed in state and federal legislatures. Drug cartels dominated part of the industry and did not invest in reform efforts.\textsuperscript{54} The transformation of California’s Emerald Triangle to a pot-growing epicenter was part of the hippie-back-to-nature movement.\textsuperscript{55} Many of those producers are deeply anti-establishment.\textsuperscript{56} Often distrustful of government, many of them lived through the worst of the war on drugs and found ways to stay in business despite aggressive anti-drug strategies.\textsuperscript{57} Few were interested in investing in legalization efforts.\textsuperscript{58}

Two developments over the past several years have changed the prospects for legalization. Again, one starting point was federal law enforcement attitudes towards marijuana laws. For a good part its twenty-year history, medical marijuana law in California has been chaotic. Proposition 215 in California, passed in 1996 and the first medical marijuana law in the United States, was intentionally open-ended, an effort for \textit{de facto} legalization of marijuana. Federal and state law enforcement agencies aggressively pursued even medical marijuana producers from the outset, continuing through former President George W. Bush’s administration.\textsuperscript{59} Former President Barack Obama promised a more tolerant approach towards state-authorized medical marijuana
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\textsuperscript{50} Max Daly, \textit{The Stoner’s Paradise of Humboldt County is Dreading Weed Legalization}, VICE (Feb 25, 2014, 8:00 AM), http://www.vice.com/read/the-us-weed-growing-town-dreading-weed-legalisation.

\textsuperscript{51} Id.; see also Benjamin Wallace-Wells, \textit{The Truce on Drugs}, NEW YORK MAGAZINE (Nov. 25, 2012), http://nymag.com/news/features/war-on-drugs-2012-12/.
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\textsuperscript{53} PETER HECHT, \textit{Weed Land} 129-31 (2014).
facilities during his 2008 Presidential campaign. In 2009, the Justice Department announced its new policy in what has come to be known as the “Ogden memo,” a memorandum explaining the government’s position and laying out ground rules for “legitimate” medical marijuana providers. A state’s compliance with the terms of the memorandum would implicitly give the state latitude in enforcement of its medical marijuana laws.

Attempting to move one step further, legalization advocates in California managed to get Proposition 19 on the ballot in 2010. Proposition 19 would have legalized recreational use of marijuana. However, in truth, it would have done little else to regulate marijuana in the state. Perhaps, legalization proponents got lucky when California voters rejected Proposition 19—its lack of strict controls might have invited greater federal intervention that evolved during the Obama administration.

Marijuana proponents in Washington and Colorado learned from the failure of Proposition 19. Both states had more carefully drafted legalization initiatives on the ballot during the 2012 Presidential election. Not only were those proposals more in line with the Ogden memo than was Proposition 19, but timing the vote on the initiatives to coincide with a Presidential election meant that more young people would vote than in an off-year election. The Obama administration’s response to the passage of those initiatives was a critical moment towards what I see as the eventual change in federal law governing marijuana.

An aggressive law enforcement response to Washington and Colorado’s legalization efforts would almost certainly have been a major setback for legalization proponents. Few producers would sign up for licenses, few sellers would comply with a host of regulations, and few investors would risk capital if the federal government might shut them down for violating federal law. That did not happen.

Similar to the Ogden memo, a newly published memorandum, authored by Department of Justice Deputy Attorney General James Cole, laid out guidelines for businesses in states that wanted to legalize recreational use of marijuana. Some critics pointed out that the memorandum seemed to say very little of substance and, more to the point, that it did not have the full force of law. A
new administration could end the Obama administration’s tolerance of marijuana businesses at the stroke of a pen.

Despite those realities, the Cole memo created a brave new world for marijuana businesses. One commentator suggested that James Cole has had a bigger impact on the marijuana industry than has any other individual. His memo was a green light to the industries in Colorado and Washington. With some fits and starts, the marijuana business in those states is a growth industry, and both states are seeing increasing tax revenue from it.

Encouraged by the Obama administration’s tolerance of the industry, marijuana proponents have pushed through legal reforms in a number of other states, including Alaska, California, Maine, Massachusetts, Nevada, and Oregon. Like Colorado and Washington, Oregon, which now has an industry up-and-running, has exceeded its early projections on tax revenues.

Not only did the Obama administration give states room to experiment with recreational use of marijuana, but also it invited investment in the industry. Accurate predictions about the size of the marijuana market are difficult to make, but plenty of mainstream media have published stories about the potential growth of the industry. Naturally, most advisers warn of the risks inherent in investing in the industry. That has not stopped capital from flowing in. Finding stories about creative efforts to invest in the industry is not difficult; for example, one creative entrepreneur is attempting to create marijuana real estate investment trusts to allow producers to invest their capital in creating the product, while investors share the risk and profits by buying the land for production.

---
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As I mentioned, analogizing the legalization of marijuana to the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment did not make sense — until now. Investors with fists full of cash want into the industry and, no doubt, want to eliminate the risk associated with aggressive enforcement of federal law.82

Donald Trump’s election as the President has startled many observers.83 It has also raised serious doubts about the short-term future of states’ efforts to legalize marijuana.84 Those doubts became more acute with Trump’s appointment of Alabama Senator Jeff Sessions as the Attorney General of the United States.85

No one will confuse Sessions with Attorney General Eric Holder, the head of the Department of Justice when David Ogden and James Cole published their memoranda. Many commentators quoted Sessions’ hardline stance on marijuana when President Trump nominated Sessions to be Attorney General.86 During a Senate hearing on the Obama administration’s enforcement of marijuana laws, the then-Senator famously said, “[G]ood people don’t smoke marijuana.”87

More recently, first White House press secretary Sean Spicer and then Attorney General Sessions have made statements creating enormous confusion about the Trump administration’s position on marijuana enforcement. On February 23, 2017, Spicer said, “I do believe you will see greater enforcement of [federal drug laws]….There is a big difference between medical marijuana…and recreational marijuana…. [Recreational marijuana] is a very, very different subject.”88 Somewhat bizarrely, he also stated that marijuana use leads to increase opioid use.89 Several days later, Sessions told reporters that he is “not a fan of marijuana,”90 and falsely claimed that increased marijuana use has resulted in an increase in violent crime.91

82 See, e.g., id.
Obviously, comments like these have shocked legalization proponents, who are at odds with how to respond to the threat of renewed vigorous enforcement of marijuana laws. A lot is at stake. Obviously, investors in existing enterprises in Colorado, Washington, and Oregon, where recreational use rules are already in place, may lose their shirts or worse. Investors looking for investment opportunities must be holding onto their wallets until the Trump administration clarifies its position on enforcement of marijuana laws.

I would certainly not advise someone to invest in the marijuana industry at this point, unless the investor was a serious risk-taker with plenty of spare cash. However, I doubt that the Trump administration will derail legalization of marijuana. That is so for a number of reasons. First, Trump himself made numerous statements on the campaign trail that are at odds with Sessions. There, he indicated that he saw marijuana regulation as within the purview of the states. Further, some signals out of the White House indicate that the administration will leave states free to administer medical marijuana laws. During his confirmation hearing, even Sessions told Colorado Republican Senator Cory Gardner that enforcing marijuana laws in states where recreational use is legal would not be a Justice Department priority.

Second, do a quick Google search for stories about statements made by Spicer and Sessions. No longer is it only High Times and other pro-marijuana media that are commenting unfavorably on those statements. Far more mainstream media and pro-business media have criticized the administration. Undoubtedly, mainstream media representatives view the emerging majority of Americans as favoring legalization of recreational marijuana.

Third, as indicated above, more than half of Americans live in states where some form of marijuana is legal. Albeit, most of the states that have legalized marijuana for recreational use are blue states, which limits the political risk to a Republican administration. However, legislators in those states will receive an earful from constituents who voted in favor of recreational marijuana laws. In addition, while few elected officials in states that passed recreational use laws backed

---
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such legislation, many have recognized the benefits for their states, including significant increased tax revenues. 101

Fourth and closely related to the previous point, not only will legislators hear from their constituents, but also they will hear from investors, ones with enough capital to be able to lobby for favorable legislation. 102 Even with recent statements from Spicer and Sessions, the administration has enough wiggle room to adopt policies that will allow the steady march towards legalized marijuana.

Fifth, the most plausible outcome is legislation that gives states that want to legalize recreational use the ability to do so. “Cooperative federalism” 103 taps into traditional conservative arguments about states’ rights, 104 giving political cover for many politicians who may otherwise be hesitant to support legislation legalizing marijuana.

Part II: Rethinking the Debate

As developed in this section, the previous discussion is essential for two reasons: first, the United States now has over twenty years of experience with marijuana. That includes a better understanding of its effects on users. That also offers insights into models for regulating the marijuana market. Second, if the Trump administration gives states a green light to allow the development of their marijuana industry, California’s legal and quasi-legal market will come on line in full force. The size of its industry and its long-standing history of surviving the war on drugs and then thriving in the gray market of the past twenty years make it difficult to predict the future of the American marijuana industry and, in turn, the marijuana industry in other countries.

(A) A more informed debate

For most of the past century since the United States began regulating marijuana, proponents and opponents of legalization had little hard data on costs and benefits of marijuana use. In large part because of adoption of medical marijuana laws and, now, because of lawful recreational use of marijuana in several states, the debate is increasingly data-driven. The scale is tipping in favor of the proponents of legalization.

Take health effects. Opponents have made a number of claims about the physical and psychological effects of marijuana. Proponents have made a variety of competing, glowing claims about the health benefits of marijuana use.

In a recent report, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine105 (“NASEM”) reached several conclusions about some of marijuana’s health benefits. NASEM did not conduct new research, but surveyed the current literature to reach conclusions that are more general. 106 It assessed the quality of the support for various claims made by proponents and opponents of marijuana use.

For example, the report found the evidence “conclusive or substantial” that marijuana is effective in treating chronic pain in adults, as anti-nausea medicine during chemotherapy, and for

---
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easing multiple sclerosis spasticity symptoms.\textsuperscript{107} On the next level, the report found “moderate evidence” that it improves sleep quality for people who suffer from sleep apnea, fibromyalgia, and multiple sclerosis.\textsuperscript{108} Next, it found “limited evidence” that marijuana is beneficial for improving symptoms of Tourette’s, general social anxiety, PTSD, and increasing appetite for HIV/AIDS patients.\textsuperscript{109} The report also stated that there is “no or insufficient evidence to support or refute” some popular conclusions, such as that cannabis is an effective treatment for epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease, cancer, and Huntington’s disease.\textsuperscript{110} It also pointed out that there is “moderate evidence of a statistical association” between marijuana use and “better cognitive performance” among people with psychotic disorders.\textsuperscript{111} It also noted that there is “moderate evidence of no statistical association” between marijuana use and a worsening of schizophrenia symptoms.\textsuperscript{112}

Some recent research may show that marijuana is useful in curbing opioid abuse – the doctor behind one of the studies has seen the connection anecdotally with his patients.\textsuperscript{113} Marijuana apparently provides three benefits in this setting: serving as an alternative source of relief to opioids for both chronic pain and acute pain, as well as helping alleviate opioid withdrawal symptoms.\textsuperscript{114}

Some studies suggest that marijuana can help people suffering from alcoholism.\textsuperscript{115} Other studies support findings that marijuana might be an effective treatment for depression, although this conflicts with the NASEM report’s summary of current literature detailed below.\textsuperscript{116}

NASEM’s positive findings are good news for proponents of marijuana, at least for its medical use. Its findings concerning adverse effects did not provide much good news for marijuana’s opponents.

The adverse health effect of marijuana often cited by its critics is the damage that smoking the substance can do to a person’s respiratory system.\textsuperscript{117} Fewer studies have been conducted on cannabis specifically, but smoking both cannabis and tobacco produces toxins and carcinogens that the user inhales.\textsuperscript{118} However, cannabis does not produce these harmful materials when smoked because of its psychoactive chemicals, namely THC and CBD – rather, the combustion of plant material causes their release.\textsuperscript{119} Several studies do not show any significant link between occasional or moderate marijuana smoking and lung cancer, while mixed evidence suggests a correlation for heavy marijuana smokers.\textsuperscript{120} The NASEM report concluded, “There is moderate evidence of no

\textsuperscript{107} Id. at 10.
\textsuperscript{108} Id.
\textsuperscript{109} Id.
\textsuperscript{110} Id. at 10-11.
\textsuperscript{111} Id. at 14.
\textsuperscript{112} Id.
\textsuperscript{116} Id.
\textsuperscript{118} Jikomes, supra note 117.
\textsuperscript{119} Id.
\textsuperscript{120} Id.
statistical association” between marijuana use and lung cancer or head and neck cancers.\textsuperscript{121} Vaporizing marijuana instead of smoking it largely resolves the problem.\textsuperscript{122} When users vaporize cannabis, they only intake the psychoactive chemicals, because the plant material is not actually burned but only heated enough to release the psychoactive chemicals.\textsuperscript{123} In one study, researchers measured that marijuana smoke contained over one hundred different components, and that non-cannabinoids (non-psychoactive chemicals) made up at least 88\% of the smoke the user was ingesting.\textsuperscript{124} At least six identified polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are carcinogens, were present in the smoke.\textsuperscript{125} The study contrasted this with a vaporizer — this study used the popular Volcano-brand vaporizer — which produced vapor that consisted of 95\% THC.\textsuperscript{126} The other 5\% consisted of three substances, a caryophyllene (a natural cannabis oil), a cannabinoid “relative,” and one “suspected PAH.”\textsuperscript{127}

Secondhand marijuana smoke presents risks to those nearby as well.\textsuperscript{128} Researchers have only recently examined the effects of secondhand marijuana smoke, but one study conducted on lab rats suggests that the effects of secondhand marijuana smoke may actually be more harmful than secondhand tobacco smoke.\textsuperscript{129} The actual effect of the secondhand smoke is the same between tobacco and marijuana — it compromises “flow-mediated dilation,” the ability of arteries to widen and accommodate increased blood flow — but the effect lasts three times longer when the smoke is from marijuana than from tobacco.\textsuperscript{130} However, similar to the risks outlined above, the harm from secondhand marijuana smoke is not due to the psychoactive chemicals in the smoke, but rather the burning of the plant material.\textsuperscript{131} The researchers in this study removed the THC and other cannabinoids from the marijuana before conducting the experiment.\textsuperscript{132} Therefore, the risks that marijuana use presents to the respiratory system of both users and passersby are not unique to the substance, but to inhaling the smoke of any combusted plant material, and thus vaporizing marijuana, eating edibles or any of the other ways one can ingest THC besides through smoking can alleviate these risks.

Studies seem to show that regular marijuana smoking during adolescence can have negative effects on brain development.\textsuperscript{133} The earlier a person begins smoking marijuana before the brain is fully developed, the stronger the consequences.\textsuperscript{134} One study noted that individuals, aged 21-50 at the time of the study and who self-reported that they had used marijuana at least once a week during adolescence, had different gyrification patterns in their brains than did their counterparts who had not smoked marijuana during adolescence.\textsuperscript{135} These patterns were less developed than normal, and


\textsuperscript{122} Cal NORML/MAPS Study Shows Vaporizer Can Drastically Reduce Toxins in Marijuana Smoke, CALIFORNIA NORML (last visited Apr. 2, 2017).
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\textsuperscript{133} Starting Age of Marijuana Use May Have Long-Term Effects on Brain Development, SCIENCE DAILY (Feb. 10, 2016), https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/02/160210135334.htm; CAULKINS ET AL., supra note 117, at 51-52.
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thus their brains had fewer “folds” and “wrinkles” that develop during adolescence to help speed up brain function.136 Any of marijuana’s adverse effects on brain development are necessarily limited to smoking during the period of brain development, however, which is complete at approximately 25 years of age.137

Another common claim is that marijuana reduces IQ and causes general cognitive impairment, beyond the time when a user is under the influence of the substance.138 However, there is no solid evidence that this is true, and if anything studies suggest the contrary – whenever lower IQ accompanies marijuana use, the combination of the two is more likely due to a common third factor than to the marijuana use itself.139 One study that followed twins noted that IQ declines were present in both the marijuana-using and abstinent siblings, further suggesting that any change in IQ is due to familial or other environmental influences rather than marijuana use.140 No study to date has shown a causal relationship between marijuana use and long-term cognitive impairment beyond the period of use when a person is actively under the influence of marijuana.141

There are also claims that marijuana use leads to mental illness, particularly schizophrenia.142 Once again, studies on the connection between mental illness and marijuana use are largely inconclusive – some show a higher rate of mental illness with increase marijuana use, but cannot prove a causal relationship.143 One study does show a stronger connection than others do, but still fails to prove causation.144 Marijuana use can exacerbate symptoms of schizophrenia and potentially cause an earlier onset of the disease than a person would otherwise experience, particularly if the person smokes marijuana during adolescence.145 The authors of that study indicate, “cannabis may be a component cause in the emergence of psychosis” but acknowledge that the evidence fulfills “not all of the standard criteria for causality.”146 Other similar studies come to similar conclusions – that marijuana may have some sort of causal effect, but remains as of yet to be proven to scientific standards.147 The NASEM study concluded that there is “substantial evidence of a statistical association” between marijuana use and the development of schizophrenia, but similarly, this does not prove causation.148 There is “moderate evidence” of a statistical association between thoughts of suicide, depression, and worsening of bipolar disorder with marijuana use.149 Finally, there is “limited evidence” of a statistical association between worsening of schizophrenia and an increased risk of developing bipolar disorder.150

Mainstream media now often report on other positive effects of marijuana as well. For example, CNN reported on efforts to use marijuana as a treatment for more serious drug addiction, a

---
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149 Id. at 13.
150 Id. at 14.
philosophy called harm reduction. Without long term, well-designed studies, some of the proponents’ claims may not pan out. However, the sheer number of positive reports substantially rebut the opponents’ claims of serious health risks associated with marijuana.

One might argue that the reports like NASEM’s only supports legalization of medical marijuana, a step that far more states have taken than those that have legalized recreational use of marijuana. Some critics of recreational marijuana are critical of intoxicants generally. The end of Prohibition did not end the debate about the use of alcohol. Powerful organizations in the United States, notably religious groups like the Mormons and Southern Baptists, influence alcohol policy in states like Utah and those in the American South. Despite those influences, a majority of Americans now favor legalization, often on libertarian grounds: absent harm to others, individuals should be free to make life style choices. Legalization opponents, therefore, must make arguments in addition to the negative health effects of marijuana on the individual user.

Opponents advance several arguments against legalization of marijuana in addition to the health risks. Those include claims that proponents’ predictions of increased tax revenue are overblown, as are claims that illegal sellers and producers will be forced out of the market; that the legalization of marijuana leads to an increase in violent crime; that incidents of driving under the influence of marijuana will increase, along with more highway deaths; and that teen use will increase. Opponents also rebut specific claims made by proponents, like the fact that legalization will result in significant law enforcement and prison costs as police stop arresting offenders for marijuana-related crimes.

As with health effects, legalization in Colorado, Washington, and elsewhere allows a more data-driven debate than could be had in the past. Opponents’ claims have some truth to them. Some proponents of legalization overstate savings in law enforcement and prison costs. Although I generally favor legalization of marijuana for a variety of reasons, I have criticized proponents of legalization for overstating its benefits. For example, proponents cannot promise high tax revenue without keeping in place law enforcement efforts against illegal producers. Without the risk of arrest, trial, and collateral consequences of arrest, like forfeiture of property

155 Supra Part II(A).
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162 See, e.g., CA NORML Analysis Finds Marijuana Legalization Could Yield California $1.5-$2.5 Billion Per Year, CA NORML, http://www.canorml.org/background/CA_legalization.html (last visited June 17, 2017).
used for marijuana production, illegal producers have little incentive to comply with licensing and taxing regulations. That is, some of proponents’ rosy projections are questionable at best.

Some of the other claims vs. counterclaims are a tossup. For example, illegal sellers still serve some significant percentage of the market in states like Colorado and Washington. At the same time, tax revenues have exceeded expectations, suggesting that at least purchasers are making a transition to the legal market. The increased tax revenue, especially if targeted to address some of the social costs associated with heavy marijuana use, is obviously a benefit of legalization. At a minimum, that is revenue no longer in the hands of illegal sellers and producers.

Data on increased danger of driving under the influence are conflicting. Law enforcement officials, in particular, have pointed to some studies showing an increase in accidents in states that have legalized marijuana. One can find competing studies and competing explanations for the uptick in accidents where that uptick has occurred (including the fact that motorists are driving more than in the past). A more thorough study suggests that states in which medical marijuana is lawful have had a downturn in highway deaths. Another factor that may be at play is that, at least in Colorado, beer consumption went down after marijuana was on sale there. Almost certainly, drinking alcohol and driving are a more deadly combination than marijuana consumption and driving.

Similarly, teen marijuana use appears not to have increased. Again, one can find anecdotal evidence and the occasional study to the contrary. Although longitudinal studies require the passage of time, opponents were wrong about teen behavior.

As an aside, one might speculate about why teen use may not have spiked. Teens already have ready access to marijuana and so legalization would not change behavior. More uncertain and potentially troubling is whether teens find marijuana attractive because it is illegal. Does its legality make it unappealing? If so, will teens seeking the excitement of engaging in illegal conduct

---
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seek other drugs? Any claim that we can assess that risk already is suspect. And, of course, states that have legalized marijuana outlaw use by minors, perhaps, keeping the thrill aspect.

Crime statistics tend to rebut claims that marijuana use will increase crime.¹⁷⁴ Again, the results are mixed and based on incomplete data. One study focused on two counties, one in southern Washington and the other in northern Oregon, after Washington legalized marijuana, but Oregon had yet to do so.¹⁷⁵ Violent crime went down in the Washington county but not in the Oregon county.¹⁷⁶ That fits a stereotype: stoners are too mellow to be violent. Especially because some alcohol users shift to marijuana, one would expect a decrease in violent crime.¹⁷⁷ Alcohol and violence are inextricably linked – violent offenders are often drunk when they commit their crimes.¹⁷⁸

Elsewhere, the data conflict. Some reports suggest that crime rates are down in legalization states.¹⁷⁹ However, one can find conflicting studies. One troubling datum is that arrests for minority young offenders have increased in Colorado since that state legalized recreational use.¹⁸⁰ One goal offered by some proponents of legalization is to eliminate the racial disparity in arrests of minorities: use among races is similar but arrests of minorities are much higher than the arrests of whites.¹⁸¹ At least in Colorado, the trend has deepened.¹⁸²

Another unique aspect of the marijuana trade may explain the correlation between that industry and crime. Because any marijuana activity remains a violation of federal law, federally guaranteed banks cannot accept proceeds from marijuana businesses.¹⁸³ They cannot allow industry members to open bank accounts or to accept credit card payment from customers.¹⁸⁴ The result is that the marijuana industry is a cash-only business. Obviously, thieves are drawn to locations where they know that they will find large stashes of cash.¹⁸⁵ Of course, blaming crime on legalization of marijuana is a bit of a canard: the obvious remedy is for the federal government to allow the banks to deal with marijuana businesses in states where recreational and medical use of marijuana is lawful.

¹⁷⁶ Id.
¹⁸¹ Id.
¹⁸² Almost certainly, this trend has at least two causes. First, Colorado law prevents individuals with criminal records to secure licenses to sell marijuana, thereby perpetuating past discriminatory arrest patterns. Two, given the need to assure compliance with the new law, police must keep pressure on illegal sellers.
¹⁸⁴ Id.
¹⁸⁵ Id.
In 2014, the libertarian Cato Institute issued a favorable report about developments in Colorado.\footnote{Jeffrey Miron, Marijuana Policy in Colorado, CATO INSTITUTE (Oct. 23, 2014), https://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/pubs/pdf/working-paper-24_2.pdf.} Even if one is more cautious in assessing the state of affairs in states with recreational and medical marijuana businesses, at this point, the naysayers have overplayed their hand. Most of the parade of horrible consequences of legalization have not occurred. In several respects, legalization has been a benefit to states like Colorado, including increased tax revenues and movement towards a legal market, slowly and seemingly steadily eliminating the illegal market.\footnote{See id.}

The view from the United States may change significantly in 2018, or whenever California puts its regulations in place. (While Californians adopted Proposition 64 in November 2016, which requires regulations to be in place by January 2018, some observers are doubtful that will occur.\footnote{See, e.g., Rosalie Murphy, A ‘Massive Undertaking’ as California Races to Regulate Marijuana so Legal Sales Can Begin Jan. 1, DESERT SUN (Apr. 3, 2017, 3:18 PM), http://www.desertsun.com/story/money/business/2017/04/03/marijuana-california-regulation-legalization/98970628/.}) The impact of bringing California online promises to change the marijuana industry, if only because of the enormous size of California’s marijuana crop.\footnote{Orange County Register, California’s Marijuana Production is Already Mind Boggling, ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER (Dec. 29, 2016, 2:26 PM), http://www.ocregister.com/2016/12/29/californias-marijuana-production-is-already-mind-boggling/}

First, though, one needs to understand what Proposition 64’s drafters intended. Second, one can speculate whether the law will achieve those goals. However, one can only speculate given the large number of variables.

**III: California’s Proposition 64**


Proposition 64 stated twenty-five goals.\footnote{Control, Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act § 3 (2016 Cal. Legis. Serve. Prop. 64).} Its broad goals are to eliminate the black market for marijuana; establish an effective regulatory structure to both transition parties from the gray
market to the legal, regulated market and to gather tax revenue; and to keep marijuana out of the hands of people under twenty-one years of age.196

More specifically, Proposition 64 stated its goal to “[s]trictly control the cultivation, processing, manufacture, distribution, testing, and sale of nonmedical marijuana through a system of state licensing, regulation, and enforcement,”197 and “[r]equire track and trace management procedures to track nonmedical marijuana from cultivation to sale.”198 Requiring these provisions increases the likely compliance with the Cole Memorandum, which, unless the Trump administration reverses course, will reduce the likelihood of federal intervention in the state-level marijuana activities.199

Not surprisingly, many illegal producers have criminal records.200 Often, laws governing licensing bar convicted offenders from securing licenses.201 However, barring convicted marijuana producers from entering the legal market makes more difficult the establishment of a legal market. As a result, Proposition 64’s drafters included a provision that does not automatically exclude convicted felons from securing licenses.202

Also relevant to moving from an illegal to a legal market, the Proposition created some fixed costs for licensing and taxation, but left flexibility for lawmakers to adapt to the changing environment.203 Commentators have observed that predicting the impact of a particular tax rate on the illegal market is next to impossible.204 Leaving room for state and local governments to adjust taxing and licensing fees increases chances of expanding the legal market in light of changing conditions.205

197 Control, Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act § 3(b) (2016 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 64).
198 Id. § 3(e). This is one of the lessons that the drafters learned from the experience in other states. Keegan Hamilton, How America’s Legal Weed is Changing the Black Market and Influencing Mexican Cartels, VICE NEWS (Aug. 25, 2015, 10:10 AM), https://news.vice.com/article/how-americas-legal-weed-is-changing-the-black-market-and-influencing-mexican-cartels.
199 Cole Memo, supra note 70.
In theory, consumers will favor legally sold marijuana if they are sure of the quality of the product. As a result, Proposition 64 requires that sellers of nonmedical marijuana test for contaminants before sale,\(^{206}\) that they package marijuana in child-restraint containers that bear labels indicating the potency of the marijuana and the effects of consumption,\(^{207}\) and manufacturers adhere to strict environmental and product safety standards.\(^{208}\)

Consistent with a recommendation a blue ribbon commission report on legalizing marijuana,\(^{209}\) Proposition 64 earmarked tax revenues, rather than allowing them to flow to the general fund.\(^{210}\) Marijuana taxes are regressive, falling on heavy users, who tend to have low incomes.\(^{211}\) Additionally, making marijuana revenue available for general fund obligations gives the state an incentive to increase demand for marijuana, a result that may not be wise.\(^{212}\) The new directs that revenue go towards various uses, including funding environmental repair, youth drug treatment and prevention, community investment, and law enforcement.\(^{213}\)

Proposition 64 makes nonmedical marijuana cultivation and consumption legal only for those 21 years of age or older.\(^{214}\) Many of the regulations serve the purpose of keeping marijuana away from minors including the requirement of child-restraint containers,\(^{215}\) the taxation of marijuana,\(^{216}\) and the prohibition of using marijuana in public places including near schools and other places where children are present.\(^{217}\) Additionally, Proposition 64 prohibits the marketing of marijuana to those less than 21 years of age and marketing near schools or other public places where children are present.\(^{218}\) If a minor commits a marijuana-related offense, they are required to complete drug prevention education or counseling in addition to a sentence of community service.\(^{219}\)

While Proposition 64 established broad policy goals, almost necessarily, the proposition did not include specific regulations.\(^{220}\) As written, the proposition was 62 pages,\(^{221}\) requiring voters to spend considerable time reading its provisions. Regulations implementing the law no doubt will run into hundreds of pages.\(^{222}\)

\(^{206}\) Control, Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act § 3(f) (2016 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 64).

\(^{207}\) Id. § 3(g).

\(^{208}\) Id. § 3(b). The Proposition also includes rules prohibiting driving under the influence of marijuana, CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11362.2, selling marijuana where alcohol and tobacco are sold, CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE § 26054(a), using marijuana in public, CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11362.3(a)(1), and allowing employers to maintain drug free workplaces, CAL. HEATI & SAFETY CODE § 11362.45(f).


\(^{210}\) CAL. REV. & TAX CODE § 34018(c) (West 2017).


\(^{212}\) See, e.g., The Adverse Effects of Marijuana (For Healthcare Professionals), CALIFORNIA SOCIETY OF ADDICTION MEDICINE, http://www.csam-asam.org/adverse-effects-marijuana-healthcare-professionals (last visited June 17, 2017). For example, despite current medical knowledge, researchers remain uncertain about long-term effects and costs of widespread marijuana use.

\(^{213}\) Control, Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act § 3(t) (2016 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 64).

\(^{214}\) Id. § 3(n).

\(^{215}\) Id. § 3(g).

\(^{216}\) Id. § 3(s).

\(^{217}\) Id. § 3(o).

\(^{218}\) Id. § 3(j).

\(^{219}\) Id. § 3(y).

\(^{220}\) See generally Control, Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act (2016 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 64).

\(^{221}\) Id.

\(^{222}\) For example, Colorado already had 136 pages of implementing regulations less than a year after legalizing recreational marijuana. Permanent Rules Related to the Colorado Retail Marijuana Code, COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE (Sept. 9, 2013),
Implementation of any proposition is daunting, but Proposition 64 presents several unique difficulties. Perhaps the most important issue is that a “gray market” for marijuana has existed for several decades in California since the state legalized medical marijuana in 1996. After passing Proposition 64, the state must attempt to bring those industry participants into the legal recreational market in order to eradicate the black market and reap the benefits anticipated from legalization. The regulations imposed on the new recreational marijuana industry must give incentives for producers to enter the legal industry, but also provide enough deterrence against noncompliance to ensure that parties abide by the new regulations.

California is attempting to create an extensive seed-to-sale tracking system similar to those used in Colorado and Washington. As discussed above, this supports the state’s compliance with the Cole Memo and helps keep track of marijuana in the state, preventing diversion to the black market. Particularly given the scale of marijuana operations in California – both due to the amount of marijuana grown in the state as well as the state’s geography – a strong seed-to-sale tracking system is necessary to keep the marijuana industry under control.

Another difficulty California may face in implementing Proposition 64 is the risk of regulatory capture. Regulatory capture arises when the parties in the regulated industry begin to exert too much of an influence on the regulating agency, threatening the agency’s independence. The stronger the parties in the industry, the larger the risk of regulatory capture – through lobbying and other campaigning tactics, these parties can push for legislation sympathetic to their own self-interest, ultimately overtaking the regulating agency’s independent mission. One notorious example of regulatory capture in the United States contributed to the Great Recession of 2008. In response to the resulting stock market crash and recession in 2008, Congress enacted the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act in 2010, which established the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”). The CFPB has been largely successful, mostly in part due to its structure preserving its independence from the regulated industry.

The risk of regulatory capture in the marijuana industry is greater in states that allow vertical integration – permitting one individual or a single business to engage in more than one area of the industry, like both cultivation and retail, for example. Vertical integration allows parties to grow stronger both in having a broader presence throughout the industry, and simply by providing more
business opportunities to make money. Currently, California is setting up its regulations to permit vertical integration, and so regulatory capture may be more of an issue than it would be if the law had not allowed or restricted vertical integration.

IV. Concluding Thoughts

Many policymakers and supporters of legalization of marijuana, including me, draw generally positive lessons from the experience with legalized recreational marijuana in Colorado, Washington and elsewhere. Those states have exceeded projected tax revenues. They have not had a sharp increase in teen use of marijuana or of marijuana use in general. Highway fatalities and accidents have not spiked because of driving under the influence of marijuana. Some evidence exists that marijuana use decreases violent crime.

While one has cause for optimism, bringing California online will reshape the marijuana industry. That is so because of the sheer size of the industry. It has the capacity to fill the world’s demand for marijuana. It also has a massive workforce that has survived years of the government’s war on drugs. Leaving that workforce in place, while reducing law enforcement efforts against illegal producers, risks subverting legalization efforts. At least anecdotal evidence suggests that many younger marijuana producers favor entering the legal market. However, whether that happens is dependent on many moving parts.

California’s future remains uncertain. Proposition 64 directs relevant agencies to have regulations in place by January 2018. Questions abound about those regulations. I offer only a few: will the levels of taxation create an economic incentive for participants in the illegal market to enter the legal market? Will law enforcement keep enough pressure on illegal producers to add to the cost of black market participants? Will agencies be strategic about changing regulations in light of experience on the ground? For example, if costs of licenses, taxes and product testing are too high, will governmental agencies be flexible in rethinking cost structures? Will California succeed in keeping large corporations at bay or will a lucrative market bring an influx of capital to the state, creating an incentive to expand demand? Elsewhere, I have raised questions whether California can achieve all of the goals advanced by proponents of legalization. Despite doubts whether California can fully achieve all of its goals, Proposition 64 incorporated many progressive provisions that, if implemented intelligently, holds promise for the future.
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Italian policymakers have an advantage over Californians. Not only can they learn from the experiences in smaller states, like Colorado and Washington, but also they can watch as California implements its law, which may include some false starts along the way.

Addendum

My article Legalizing Marijuana: Lessons from the United States argued that, despite President Trump’s appointment of marijuana foe Jeff Sessions to serve as the Attorney General, the United States was still on the path towards a national solution, allowing states to regulate marijuana as they saw fit.249 On January 4, 2018, the Attorney General seemed to prove me wrong.250 This brief addendum to my article explains why the Attorney General’s reversal of an Obama administration position on marijuana will not derail progress towards a national solution and why, in fact, it may hasten that national solution.

As developed above, in 2008, Presidential candidate Barack Obama promised greater tolerance towards states that allowed the sale and possession of marijuana for medical uses.251 In 2009, the Justice Department published a memorandum announcing, in effect, that as long as states followed certain policies, the federal government would allow them to regulate their medical marijuana laws as the states saw fit.252 That position allowed medical marijuana to flourish in many states where marijuana dispensaries had opened.253 Advocates for recreational marijuana in Colorado and Washington were emboldened by the Obama administration’s position.254 Those states adopted recreational marijuana laws in 2012.255 Again, the Obama justice department signaled similar tolerance for state laws as long as those states followed federal guidelines.256 James Cole, an attorney in the Department of Justice, signed the memo stating the government’s position.257

Since 2012, the movement towards legalization has accelerated. Several other states, including California, enacted recreational marijuana laws.258 Most recently, Vermont became the ninth state to do so.259 Vermont was the first to do so through the normal legislative process, rather than through the voter initiative process.260 In addition, medical marijuana is now legal in some
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form in over forty states.\textsuperscript{261} Increasingly large majorities of Americans favor legalization of marijuana.\textsuperscript{262}

Despite that, on January 4, 2018, Attorney General Sessions announced that the Department of Justice was rescinding the Cole memorandum.\textsuperscript{263} Some commentators and marijuana industry participants have reacted fearfully.\textsuperscript{264} The Department of Justice has powerful tools to undercut the marijuana industry.\textsuperscript{265} That includes the threat of long prison sentences and forfeiture of assets used in the industry.\textsuperscript{266}

One might legitimately ask whether Sessions’ decision to void the Cole memo demonstrates that my thesis proved wrong. Marijuana stocks plummeted on January 4 on news out of the Attorney General’s Office.\textsuperscript{267} But a close look at Sessions’ announcements and events since January 4 support my original thesis.

Start with the contents of Sessions’ announcement. It seems to leave enforcement of federal marijuana laws to the United States Attorney for each federal district.\textsuperscript{268} Some U.S. Attorneys have signaled that they will begin some enforcement efforts; others have suggested that enforcement of marijuana laws remains a low priority for their offices.\textsuperscript{269} Given other federal law enforcement priorities – including Trump’s aggressive anti-immigrant stance and his recognition that the United States has an opioid crisis\textsuperscript{270} – one should not be surprised that many U.S. Attorneys have little enthusiasm for aggressive enforcement of marijuana laws.

Indeed, after plummeting on January 4, marijuana stocks rebounded almost immediately.\textsuperscript{271} At least some investors seem to see opportunity in chaos.\textsuperscript{272} Surely, investors had to have factored

\textsuperscript{263} Gerstein & Lima, supra note 2.
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the possibility that the Trump administration would reverse the Obama administration’s approach as soon as he nominated Sessions as his Attorney General.273

The political storm that Sessions has created may benefit the marijuana industry. Notably, not only do increasingly large majorities favor legalization of marijuana, but most Americans now live in states where medical or recreational marijuana is now lawful.274 As indicated, less than three weeks after Sessions’ announcement, Vermont became the first state to legalize recreational marijuana through legislative action, not through the voter initiative process.275 That suggests a changing attitude among legislators. That trend is evident in the response of members of Congress.276

No major politician took a stance on the Cole memorandum during the Obama administration. Indeed, there would seem to be little to be gained by taking a stance. That has changed. Many prominent members of Congress on both sides of the aisle have come out against Sessions’ position.277 The recent continuing budget resolution again includes a provision preventing the Department of Justice from using resources to prosecute offenders who are in compliance with state medical marijuana laws.278 A number of members of Congress have promised to pursue legislation that would, in effect, tolerate a state-by-state approach to marijuana, the approach that I predicted in my article.279 Of course, that legislation is not a foregone conclusion, but members of Congress seem finally to have noticed the significant shift in national attitudes towards marijuana.

Finally, despite Trump’s erratic behavior and shifting policies,280 one should doubt that he will kill an industry that is almost certainly the fastest growing industry in the United States. One can question his grandiose rhetoric about being a job creator, but one should doubt that he will impair an industry that is creating thousands of jobs nationwide.
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